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In the Linde Group, there is more than Linde.
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We are proud to be partner and technology supplier in important bus projects.

• Large scale infrastructure feasbibility/
engineering studies
• 13 locations with 40–260 FCBuses each

• FCBus and refuelling station demo
project at 9 locations
• 56 FCBuses and 9 refuelling stations

Shell, Berlin

Vattenfall, Hamburg

• Large public combined
FCEV/FCBus station
• Cryopump technology

• Combined FCEV/FCBus
station & on-site production
• Ionic compressor system

BOC/Linde, Aberdeen

AC Transit, SFO Bay

• UK‘s largest H2 production
and bus refuelling station
• Ionic compressor system

• Combined FCEV/FCBus
station & on-site production
• Ionic compressor system
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Three sets of key questions for large scale zero emission bus projects:
Your goals, your operations, your financials.
Question 1: Goals?

Question 2: Operations?

Question 3: Financials?

• Do you want to achieve zero
emissions?
 Tank-to-Wheel?
 Well-to-Wheel?

• How many buses do you want
to run?
• which mileage per day?
 H2 demand

• What are your factor costs for
land, labor, electricity, natural
gas, diesel, etc.?
• What is your budget?
 CAPEX/OPEX

• Do you want to produce H2
on-site?
 Electrolysis (sufficient
electrical connection?)
 SMR (natural gas pipeline?)

• What is your ramp-up plan?
• How much can you adapt your
current operations?
• Which regulations do you need
to meet (international, national, local)?
• How much space is available?
 Station design

• What is the tax regime, which
tax breaks, which funding programmes?
 Financial advantages
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There will be a solution for your specific requirements – based on existing
technologies: Production.

Renewable Production …

… or Conventional Production
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There will be a solution for your specific requirements – based on existing
technologies: Distribution.

Pipeline Transport …
… or Trailer Transport …

… or On-Site Production
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There will be a solution for your specific requirements – based on existing
technologies: Fuelling.

Liquid Compression …

… or Gaseous Compression
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Aberdeen (today): UK‘s largest H2 production and bus refuelling station.

General Information
• UK‘s largest and first commercial–scale combined
hydrogen production and bus refuelling station.
• Start of operation in 2015, supplying hydrogen to 10
FCBuses of 2 operators.

Station technology
• Linde‘s ionic compressor technology (IC60).
• 55 MPa tube storage tanks for cascade filling.
• 2x 35 MPa dispensers.
• On-site hydrogen production via electrolysis.
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Aberdeen (future): Full scale FCBus depot with on-site production.

General Information
• Result of NewBusFuel engineering study.
• Combined hydrogen production and bus refuelling
station, designed to supply hydrogen to 120 FCBuses
from ~2025.

Station technology
• Linde‘s ionic compressor technology (IC90).
• New 55 MPa constant pressure storage with significant
footprint reduction compared to cascade filling system.
• On-site H2 production via Linde‘s Hydroprime SMR.
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Rumst: Liquid hydrogen system for strong performance at smallest footprint.

General Information
• Result of NewBusFuel engineering study.
• Bus refuelling station designed to supply hydrogen to
75 FCBuses from ~2025.

Station technology
• Linde‘s cryo pump technology (CP50) for online refuelling.
• Liquid hydrogen storage tanks (2x 4.5t).
• Liquid hydrogen delivery via trailers.
• Lowest electric load and footprint required (due to LH2).
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Summary: Scaling Up Hydrogen Infrastructure is Feasible – But Needs a
Number of Prerequisites.
• The technology exists to fill
100 or more buses in one depot.

• Further progress is needed
on total cost of ownership,
footprint, reliability, operations, and harmonization of
regulations, codes, and standards.

All stakeholders
have an important role

• Different framework conditions in different countries,
regions, and cities can be
accommodated.

1

2

Equipment
suppliers

Bus operators/
suppliers

3 Policy makers

• Reduce equipment cost and footprint.
• Improve efficiency and and ensure reliability.

• Project specific, optimized business & operations models.
• Increased flexibility (design specifications
and operations), esp. during early ramp-up
stages.
• Review tax & fee structure for energy carriers
(i.e., electricity for electrolysers, natural gas
for SMR)
• Harmonize regulations, codes, and standards.
• Air quality regulations support the introduction of (locally) zero emission technologies.
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Thank you for your attention.

Markus Bachmeier
London City Hall, Nov. 30, 2016

